TECHNOLOGY

Microsoft Dynamics - Ax CD
Ax CD key elements:

What is Ax CD?

Permits
Tenements
Exploration projects,
budgets, location data
Plod entry and rig
analysis
Samples, QA/QC,
Geology notes
Ax CD key
functionality:

Microsoft Dynamics AX is used as the foundation of Ax core drill (CD). Ax
CD extends MMP (Mining and Metals Processing) into xMMP (exploration
Mining and Metals Processing) and provides users with the ability to manage
drilling projects by registering tenements (notification of exploration licenses),
plan and budget drilling programs, the logging of large volumes of drill hole
data, managing core storage, validating this data, identifying and correcting
discrepancies.
Microsoft Dynamics AX in conjunction with Resolve Immix who developed
xMMP (Ax CD, Ax SAM, Ax PAM & Ax LIMS) supports the best of breed features
and above all is a totally integrated solution (it does not separate the ERP, EAM
(maintenance) and production accounting disciplines). The same user interface
exists across these modules.
Add to this the Microsoft technology with trusted, scalable and robust platforms
and you have a compelling value proposition and cost effective solution. Well
integrated information supports reliable and timely information delivery to
investors, stakeholders and decision makers.

PLOD
Tenements
Projects
Drill analysis
Core drilling
parameters
Core drill sectors
Drill hole collars,
types and rigs
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Why choose Ax CD:
Data security
and integrity
Integrated
with Projects
Integrated
with sample
management
Drilling Reports
Workflow and
device
extension

How can it support your business?
Mineral exploration is an intensive, organised and professional form of mineral prospecting.
For an exploration-centric operation, basic ﬁnancials, maintenance, HR and tenement
management is a quintessential requirement.
Ax CD allows for the results of the core analysis data to be readily available and is
uploaded into a minerals resource model for geo statistical analysis and project valuation.
This creates a cross-referenced arm’s length model for minerals data integrity.
If you are evolving from a junior exploration company to a full-blown mining operation,
you will require a business management system that can cater for tenement accounting,
ﬁnancials and costing in the early stages, then expanding to meet the demands of
construction, production reporting, large scale purchasing, HR, asset management and
plant maintenance. xMMP offers exactly this and more.

Key benefits:
Reduces cost
Integration with other third-party systems
Reduces the risks
Provides crucial visibility
Scalable
Timeliness of results
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